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Abstract:
Predicting future is hard and risky. Predicting future in computer industry is even harder and riskier due to dramatic changes in
technology and limitless challenges to innovation – to bringing new technology into a broad use. Only a small fraction of
innovations are truly disrupting the state of the art. Some are not practical or cost-effective, others are ahead of its time, yet others
do not have market. Nine technical leaders in IEEE Computer Society have spearheaded writing a Technical Report titled IEEE CS
2022, symbolically surveying 22 potential technologies that can change the landscape of computer science and industry by the year
2022. In particular, they have surveyed the following technologies: 3D printing, big data and analytics, open intellectual property
movement, massive online open courses, security cross-cutting issues, universal memory, 3D integrated circuits, photonics, cloud
computing, computational biology and bioinformatics, device and nanotechnology, sustainability, high performance computing, the
Internet of things, life sciences, machine learning and intelligent systems, natural user interfaces, networking and interconnectivity,
quantum computing, software defined networks, multicore, and robotics.For each of the 22 technologies, a common approach has
been taken: summary of the state-of-the-art, challenges, where we think the technology will go, and what is disruption. We have
tied these technologies into a common scenario that we call seamless intelligence. Together they represent a common view of the
future. Independently, we have surveyed a few thousand IEEE members on the technology drivers and disruptors. They have
confirmed some of our predictions and provided another perspective on the future of technology advancements. Finally, we have
endeavored to predict what kind of future society is needed for our profession, for professionals that will be learning, practicing
and putting into use the technologies we presented in this paper.This presentation was intended for computer science
professionals, students and professors, as well as laymen interested in technology and technology use. It is also targeted to
members of computer society and similar societies around the world, daring to predict what kind of a future professional society
will be best suited to take discussed technologies to the next level through its publications, conferences, communities, standards,
courses, and future artifacts in support of our profession and humanity.
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